I. INTRODUCTION
waves (SAWs) in crystals are of intaest for two Cases of degeneracy of leaky surface acoustic reasons. The fist is that a m e penetrating insight into the nature and the properties of leaky SAWs can be achieved by studying their behaviour in limiting conditions, as in degeneracy cases. The other more practical reason is that thae is the possibility of using degenaacy forms of leaky SAWs to improve the efficiency of the computational search for these waves in a fundamental way. The present paper is an attempt to consider and to systematically classify various types of leaky SAW degcmracies that can arise for arbitrary choices of substrate and crystal results of our previous and present studies in this orientation. Based on data from the literature and the.
field, a classification scheme fa degenaacy forms of leaky SAWs in crystals is suggested. Concrete examples are given for the degewracy types considered.
LIMITING BULK WAVES
radiated bulk waves, depending on the value of their Leaky SAWs in crystals may include one or two phase velocities with respect to those of hulk waves. Since the imaginary part of the wave vector of leaky clear pictorial estimation of the number of radiated SAWs. as a rule, is much smaller than its real part, a bulk waves and their propagation directions can be obtained by considering bulk wave slowness curves in the sagittal plane. As an example, such slowness curves are shown in Fig SAWs with these properties may be realized in a layered smcture, with the. piemelecvic or mechanical coupling of a lower fast subseate and an upper slow crystalline substrate via an air gap. Small coupling of the substrates and an arbitrary choice of the lower substrate provick the possibility to obtain a leaky SAW velocity in any one of the slowness intervals indicated in Fig. 1 . One can see that the number of radiated bulk waves in the leaky SAW is not a this number is not completely determined by the wellmollotone discrete function of phase velocity and so known tams "fast" and "slow" leaky waves. The velocity intervals with different numbers of radiated bulk waves corresponding to Fig. 1 Fig. 2 . The low-velocity solution corresponding to the Rayleigh wave is real in all cases. Two other highvelocity solutions are real at a < a , whae a,-0.26.
In this case these two solutions describe the Brewsterangle reflections of homogeneous (along the phase front) bulk acoustic waves. At U z uo high-velmity solutions become complex: they have the same real part and are equal in value but opposite in the sign of the imaginary parts. Viktorov considered one of these to be a leaky wave. To correctly intaprea this solution it is useful to compare it with the limiting velocity. difference between leaky SAWs and bulk waves reflected at the surface. A leaky SAW is a supeposition of radiated bulk waves and surface waves. In the absence of leakage, the time-average power flow of a surface wave is directed along the surface, that is, its u m p n e n t normal to the surface is equal to zao. In a leaky wave. the pow= flows of surface partial waves are tilted to the surface to compensate, at the surface, the normal component of the power flow of the radiated bulk waves. However. if the attenuation of the leaky SAW along the surface tends to zero, the normal components of the power flows of surface partial waves also necessarily tend to zao. By 
NON-AlTENUATING SAWS ON LEAKY WAVE BRANCHES
The most well-known case of degeneracy of l e a k y crystals like coppa, for propagation along the face SAWs is probably the case of the basalsut of cubic diagonal of the cube 13-51, The azimuthal angle Q measured from one of the crystallographic axes lying in the boundary plane is equal to 45" for this direction. At @ = 45" the attenuation tends to zero and the leaky SAW degenerates into a non-radiating Rayleigh wave p o l a r i z e d in the sagittal plane. For such a t p e of degeneracy it is necessary that (i) the sagittal plane be a symmetry plane of the crystal. ( i i ) the Rayleigh wave velocity be greater than the velocity of the limiting shear-horizontal bulk wave. The first condition implies that the orientations for the occurrence of this type of degeneracy, if it exists, do not depend on specific values of elastic constants. In addition to such a symmetrical degeneracy direction. one can find nonsymmetrical degeneracy directions which have no relation to symmeuy planes [3] [4] [5] . Leaky SAWs in this case degenerate into nonattenuating normal SAWs with mixed polarization.
consider the crystal of gallium nitride (GaN). This
As an example of both these degeneracies, we hexagonal crystal is a promising material for blue light emitting devices but besides it is piezoelectric, thus becoming a possible candidate for ultrasonic applications. 
IV. EXCEPTIONAL-WAVE DEGENERACY
In some special cases a bulk wave propagating (a) SH-wavespropagating along the surface along the surface can satisfy by itself the traction-free boundary conditions. Waves of this type are refared to as exceptional waves. They are one of the types of degeneracy forms of leaky SAWs. The application of exceptional waves to search for leaky SAWs in crystals has been studied by Naumenko 171. To illustrate this method, we fist consider a simple geometry when the propagation direction (the X axis) is the normal to a symmetry plane of the crystal The 
M a p )
which is an example of a degeneracy of Brewster-
The next figure (Fig. 4) is relative to Y-cut quartz, figure) , *e the leaky SAW branch crosses the second limiting bulk wave velocity and beunnes faster than it. This situation is somewhat similar to the i s a r o p i c case shown in Fig. 2 . Analog to Poisson's ratio hen is the azimuthal angle. @) Waves propagating along acoustic a r e s reflectim type takes place if an acoustic axis is A speific case of &generacy of bulk-wavepresent in the sagittal plane [13] . In this case the degeaaacy solution represents the reflection of bulk waves when the incident wave and one retlected wave propagate along the acoustic axis. Such a reflection problem was a i p a l l y studied in Rd. (141. Recall that the propagation direction of two afoustic bulk waves dissimilar in polarization is rdmed to as an coincide. The relationship betwen leaky SAW acoustic axis of a crystal if their phase velocities b r a n c k and acoustic axes has amacted our attention to the problem of finding acoustic-axis directions in crystals. The general theory of amstic axes in crystals was developed by Khatkevich [15] . He concluded that all acoustic axes in trigonal crystals lie onlyinsymmen~pl~.thattheir~~mbaiS4orlO, and that previous numaical data for quartz available in the literature [l61 are inmectly calculated. This discrepancy has stimulated us to recalculate Khatkevich's results on the basis of the general equations given in his paper. We have found that the analytical results obtained by Khatkevich for trigonal crystals, and therefore his conclusions mentioned above, are incarect. The results of our calculations are the following: whae B and p are the polar and azimuthal angles describing the orientation of the acoustic axis, respectively. 4 s . (4) and ( x-sl-(dm) 
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